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"I wish I didn't pick up your new book. Now, I'm late for my appointment." - RosemaryFrom

tantrums to talkbacks, near misses to half-brained excuses, Good Morning Year 11 gives you

front row view of ethnically diverse interactions in a classroom through the eyes of one African

immigrant teacher.Christiana dreamed of British teenagers behaving like the British monarchy.

Instead, she got sass and sloppy speech. Would this African Princess survive her first year of

teaching? Can Africans discipline children without smacking or shouting? Welcome to the life

of a Nigerian teacher in a British classroom!Immigrating is challenging enough. You are

suddenly the minority when you used to be the majority. Building a successful teaching career

without being free to be fully African explains why there are so few black teachers.Curated over

the years, Good Morning Year 11 will make you laugh at what can happen in the ever changing

classroom environment, showing you can build and enjoy your career in a foreign country while

retaining the essence of your culture. These classroom stories will remind you of those funny

times from your school days.As an African woman, Christiana has spent the last five years

teaching Maths to 11- to 16-year olds in a Northern England school, with varying degrees of

patience. She has had many hilarious exchanges with her students that have made this time

unforgettable, some of which she shares in Good Morning Year 11."I found your book such a

joy to read, refreshing pleasant nostalgia." - Tolu"Simple to read and many moments that made

me chuckle. Now, I get why the 'African teacher' title. Well done." - Samson"I had many

moments of squeals and loud laughter as I could either relate with or imagine the experience."

- Jola
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are the same. Not all students are the same. Not all mixes of students bring the same vibe. Not

all classrooms have the same energy. Not all lessons go as planned.Have you ever wondered

what happens when you release your child into what can sometimes be the wild wild west of

the secure walls of a secondary school?Have your ever wondered how your mates or friends or

other people you know who are teachers navigate the world of teaching? And you look at them

like they are superhuman? Or of an entirely different species? Or from a different planet?Have

you ever thought of chronicling some of your own classroom experiences that simply blew your

mind, but could not clearly articulate what just transpired before your eyes into coherent words,

because even you find it unbelievable?In my years of teaching, I have witnessed how dynamic

and different lessons and classrooms can be from one day to the next, even with the same

group of students. But ultimately, it is typically the teacher that remains the constant.While the

weather, what the teacher had for breakfast and how their home was as they walked out that

morning, all remain factors in deciding their mood, the general personality of the teacher still

tends to come through.Recently checking the Notes app on my phone revealed to me that I

have had this idea, but for a website version, since October 2018. And this is now Spring 2020.

Lord, have mercy!I have written this book as a chronicle, an honest-as-can-be eyewitness

account of some of the funnier encounters with some of my high school students in the first five



years of my teaching career. It is written for everyone.For maths teachers: you may relate more

with some of these stories and recall some of the challenges you may have experienced

teaching some maths topics.For teachers of ethnic minority: if you have ever wondered to

yourself how you manage to remain sane in a different cultural context to yours, that makes

two of us.For all teachers: you may recall similar occurrences in your own classrooms, or it can

be an easy relaxing read for those stressful days. And may they be less.For students: you may

see some of the students’ personalities in these stories match yours or those of your mates

you knew or know at school.For parents: you may sometimes wonder but never really know

exactly what your children are up to in the 7 – 8 hours you are away from them.For the rest of

the world: you may see schools as a place reserved for the extra special elite superhumans to

run.Whichever category you are in, enjoy! I hope you laugh out loud. At least once.Or if you are

a very serious human being, at least crack a smile twice.First Things FirstLet me give you

some background into my teaching career. In my first year of teaching, I realised that all the

role play teacher-student scenarios I had to endure during the 2 or 3 weeks of teacher training,

aka my brief acting career, did not really prepare me for what I was about to face in my first

actual classroom. Role plays give you scripts; real life action can give you many trip-ups!As a

woman of African descent, who had spent all of her immigrant time in the very grown-up

environment of a university and so did not have to deal with disrespect and poor behaviour, I

was very unprepared for the significant transition I was about to make in my career choice.

From a Research Associate to a Secondary Classroom Maths Teacher.And the odds were not

in my favour either as statistics show that the number of ethnic minority primary and secondary

teachers in the UK is nowhere close to that of ethnic minority students.To be honest, teaching

was never ever something I dreamt of or considered doing. My recollection of teaching from

younger years was of me smacking my younger brothers on the backside of their heads when

they were not as quick as I thought they should have been in understanding that maths

question that was tripping them up.My mother had to sit in the living room to moderate my

teaching sessions with her sons! Even when she was absolutely knackered! I was that unsafe!

Fast forward to having to teach other people’s children in a country that did not allow spanking,

my hands were truly tied. Literally! I resorted to the next discipline style most adults of my

heritage employ. Shouting.I shouted for everything. At any time and to everyone. Well, you

probably suspect how far that got me. I was evidently struggling with settling into this new

career, so much so that I lost some weight. And since I am already relatively slim, this was not

a good sign of things to come.Group meditation was recommended to help with my apparently

jaded mind, and I consented and took the weekly evening classes, even though I was a bit

cynical about all this yoga-like stuff. Breathe in. Breathe out. Feel the breath in your toes. Are

you crazy? Can I really do that? Empty your mind. No way am I doing that. Lest something

uninvited comes in. Then I would have to resort to closing my mind. I’ll just think of happy

things instead. Like the next school holiday.My struggle got to the point that I had to work with

an educational consultant who observed me about once every fortnight, I think. And that was a

blessing. Not only did I save my voice, I saved myself from anxiety and many present and

upcoming headaches.I soon realised that if shouting was my only weapon of discipline and

asserting my authority, then it meant I had already lost it! Ouch!It’s just like the Nigerian big

man who thinks he has to constantly and angrily remind his children and even his wife

sometimes with, “I am the man of this house!” He’s already lost it.Learning this early on, saved

me from future embarrassment.Because I have a slight stammer. Whenever I feel angry, my

words do not come out straight. Even I sometimes do not understand what just left my mouth.

Those words now floating in the air are not even slightly matched to what I had in mind to say.



It just got jumbled up as I struggled pronouncing certain words and had to substitute with less-

obstacle’d words.Now imagine doing this with students who had two comebacks for every one

good sentence you managed to string together. They would laugh at you as you shout at them,

“D-DE-DEH-DO YOUR WORK!” And you might just burst out crying. Or hitting something. Or

someone. Or storm out of the room. In any case, I knew I would soon make a repeated fool of

myself if I did not control me.This helped me fight to stay calm instead. Once I felt the bile

rising, I told it to go back down to where it came from. Or just disciplined myself to keep quiet

and stare at them till it was uncomfortable for all of us.At one point, I had to write, JESUS, on

my left wrist so that I was always reminded to send a quick prayer up for help every time I

looked at my watch. And that worked too.I even tried asking a kid to keep watch on my voice

levels when it started rising and remind me to calm down. He promptly forgot as soon as I gave

him that responsibility. Instead, he was one of the people stoking the flames. That was a bad

move on my part.How did I ever think giving my responsibility for my self-management to a

child was wise in any way? But you see, I was at the point where I was ready to try any tactic

to maintain my sanity, body weight and peace of mind.Finally, I gave up trying to control

students but instead tried to train them on my expected behaviour by modelling it myself. I had

to let them know the rules of engagement, but I had to play by those rules also. No shouting.

And no disrespect in my tone either.And this is very hard for any typical African person. Full

stop. Especially when looks, not words, should have been enough for the ‘wise’.After working

so hard on this, I finally got to the point where one time, an older kid threatened to ‘batter’ me

(to beat me up) if I gave him a detention, and I did not even report it! I was not even flustered.

And that for me was a win. As I knew I was now relaxing into this game of teaching.It only

came to the notice of the school leaders after I had shared it with a colleague as a funny story

that happened that day. And he made me report it. The kid got excluded/expelled/suspended

for a few days. But came back to school saying I got him excluded.Me? No, young man! Your

mouth did!But thank God for the stammer. A thorn in my flesh became my self- control.And I

started to put on some weight again.An African Teaching in a British SchoolI still remember

when I first started teaching. If anyone told me I would have been doing it for almost 5 years

(as at the time of writing this book), I would have laughed them off. Or maybe just politely

smiled in silent denial.I seriously did not think I could make it to the end of one year, talk more

of five years, without losing my job or getting a record because I smacked a kid who was being

naughty. Speaking to my fellow African friends on being a teacher in the UK, they usually let

me know it is a job they would never do for this same reason.They might be jailed for hitting a

child. And you too probably have heard some stories of parents going to jail or the police being

called for smacking their own children! Or even children calling the police on their parents to

protest their apparent innocence.Some of my British friends have told me before, “I’d never

touch teaching with a barge pole.” Or, “I’d never teach for a gold coin.” Me neither. Not sure how

those two have anything to do with each other.Anyway.Let me tell you a story of a near miss I

had in my first year of teaching. I had one of my classes do an end of topic test. And if you are

in the know, tests can be a way of getting respite from talking and managing behaviour while

keeping the kids in the classroom and not wandering on the corridors.Well, some children

seemed to not understand the conditions under which tests should be done. Whether or not

the tests mattered to their end of year grades or reports was irrelevant. Test and exam

conditions of absolute silence needed to be upheld! Even at gunpoint!!I had told this one child

to be quiet so many times, I was getting frustrated. I could feel my blood pressure rising. And

so, my Africanness kicked in. Before my brain could fully process what I was about to do, my

body had gotten out of my seat with my right hand leading the way to do only what a typical



African person knows needs to be done to reinforce earlier instructions. And reset a wayward

child’s brain.But God is good. He sped up the process for my conscious mind to catch up with

my body and tell it to go back and sit down. Thankfully for this child and for me if I might add,

he was on the opposite side of the classroom. So, I had enough time to catch myself and do a

180-degree about-turn and push my behind back to my seat.Headline of the day: UK kid saved

from African teacher by mere inches!The LooksHave you ever heard of how African parents

and teachers can communicate with a child without any words leaving their lips? If so, you

know that this is a common way of giving instructions while saving your vocal energy.These

looks are so essential especially when you are in places where your words might not be

acceptable. And there are different types of looks. And somehow, children know or at least get

to learn which ones are being spoken to get them to behave.
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Kachi Wills, “A GREAT BOOK!. Wow, this was a great read, so CAPTIVATING and

ENTERTAINING, I really enjoyed it and so I recommend this book, you will love and enjoy it,

thank me later..”

Ikponmwosa, “Exciting and Funny Read!. This was a refreshingly funny book to read. Very

fascinating stories about an immigrant teacher’s experiences. Also very educative with good life

lessons! Well done!”

SMH Davies, “TEACHING IN ANOTHER LAND. Thank you to Dr Christine Njoku for her

experiences, some of which are fictionalised but based on her teaching in Manchester. I loved

this and could fully relate to it as I am a retired College Lecturer. The only trouble is the book is

too short! It left me wanting more. She has created some memorable characters not least the

wonderful word play of Clarence! I hated Maths at school claiming it shut my brain down. I

wish she had been my Maths teacher.”

Fredrick Ndi-Obiosa, “Amazing, relatable short stories laced with humour and a whole lot of

heart. As a 30 year old dude who isn't a teacher and has no kids, I was skeptical whether I'd

find the book interesting at all. Well, I was pleasantly surprised!I was amazed at how
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engrossed I became in the stories of the students and the actions/ thoughts of the teacher. It

made me reminiscent of some of my behaviours during school days and also led me to

appreciate my teachers even more (the good ones!)It's a very insightful book, carefully curated

with light hearted yet touching stories and a whole lot of humour.It also provides fascinating

case studies on social and behavioural psychology which can be used within other settings

(workplace, among friends etc.) or age groups to drive more positive outcomes.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Refreshingly good-humoured portrayal of a teacher's daily life. I

thoroughly enjoyed this book and read most of it in one sitting. It is an excellent account of a

teacher's daily experiences and challenges written with such good humour.Christiana is a

master story teller. She gives an irresistible invitation to walk in her shoes and ponder through

her eyes. I felt her pain and shared her laughter all through the book.I will definitely be reading

it again and again.”

Fey, “Good morning year 11. I like this book, its unique! Not your usual read but very

fascinating. It's a voice for other african teachers in the UK who has been through similar

experiences. I recommend this book. Well done Christina!! ”

Aug. Bro, “Thoroughly enjoyed.... Funny, engaging and insightful. For aspiring teachers, it will

guide on how to distill, refine and adapt your educational experience to enrich learning for age

11 students.”

The book by Chinwe Njoku has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.
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